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Abstract: Placement process is one of the vital stages in physical design. In this stage, modules and elements of circuit are placed
in distinct locations according to optimization basis. Placement algorithms try to minimize the longest delay along the paths in the
circuit and/or minimize the total wire length. So placement is an important step in circuit architecture. After it, we can reach to routing
stage. It is known that particle swarm optimization (PSO) is one of the practical evolutionary algorithms for this kind of applications.
In this project, a novel method for optimized module placement has been used. According to this process objectives in this issue were
wirelength and overlap removal function, consequently we were forced to use multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) in
the algorithm. Structure of MOPSO is in a way that introduces set of answers, we had been tried to find a unique answer with minimum
overlap. This algorithm has less run time as compared with other methods of placement, run time plays an important role in VLSI
circuit design. Also the experiments on GSRC benchmarks show that the proposed algorithm is effective, and gives out many optional
results for users choice in the physical design of VLSI circuits.
Keywords: MOPSO, Optimization algorithm, Placement, VLSI design, wirelength cost function, overlap removal

1 Introduction
Placement is one of the important steps in circuit design.
In this stage, modules and elements are placed in distinct
locations. In total design process of circuit, this stage
consumes most time. So algorithms with fast response
and better convergence are expected for meeting
requirements. In modern layouts, increasing in transistor
numbers and decreasing size of elements make us let the
die surface smaller and smaller, meaning that we must
minimize involved space of modules. Smaller die size
results in needing more complex and precise algorithms.
Placement is a stage in physical design that maps layout
structure in surface of the chips.
Placement problem is considered as NP-complete
problem [1]; meaning that it is a difficult problem in
computation aspect. So, a unique answer can not be
dedicated to it, and algorithms are used to get a set of
answers for solving design necessities. Structure of
applied algorithms is heuristic nature.
The VLSI placement becomes much more complicated
when circuit contains modules of different sizes. So
problem definition is as follows:
Inputs of problem are:
∗ Corresponding

–Set of modules
–Set of nets
Outputs of problems are:
–Optimized layout of circuits
Goal of process is:
–Optimizing various kinds of parameters like wire
length, wire congestion, signal delay, power,
performance etc.
Optimization of cell placement algorithms can be divided
into following categories:
1.Partitioning based algorithms
Many of placement algorithms can be sorted in this
part. Each portion of problem divides into some sub
portions, and optimization algorithm is applied in
each one separately. In [2] a method based on division
and replacement was introduced that focuses on
getting better values of wire length.
2.Analytic algorithms
In this category, optimization techniques are based on,
merely, computational procedure. Cost functions are
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expressed based on mathematical formula and
optimization is done according to this method to get
proper values. Models like methods in [3] are
classified in this list. In this method, the main
consideration that modules must have no overlap with
each other is important. Also according to pre-defined
hypergraph structure, set of answers in mathematical
format is introduced.
3.Evolutionary algorithms
These kinds of algorithms mostly offer random
answers during optimization process; in this category,
one location of modules may differ from other
iterations. One of the most applicable algorithms in
cell placement is SA, lays in this category. The
suggested model used in [4] explains principles of this
algorithm. In [5] MFA algorithm is brought up.
Better run times is sought in locations called frame , a
distinct chosen space from the whole of chip’s surface,
that algorithm is applied on. Our work is similar to
method introduced in [6], we first select a surface called
frame, that involves some modules. Then using PSO
algorithm accomplishes our target about wire length and
overlap removal. In this article, we compare PSO with
two other VLSI placement algorithms. Simulated
annealing (SA) is one of the most applicable algorithms
in placement issue. In fact, this algorithm simulates the
problem to the annealing process (melting metal and
slowly cooling it). Module placement is done beside a
cooling process; it starts with a random solution.
Algorithm consists of number of movements that leads to
change in temperature and its corresponding parameters.
Each movement can be accepted if cost decreases, this
process goes on until a stable state with reasonable cost
value to be gained. But the main drawback of it is its
greatly run-time, and we need laborious cost functions to
have a proper placement.
The other algorithm is MFA or mean field annealing,
based on neural network basis and again cooling process,
and much faster. In this structure, the concept of
hypergraph is used and theory goes on by dividing the
surface of chip to equal squares. We tried to work on a
new algorithm with fast convergence rate that can
optimize our conflicting objectives simultaneously.
But why we decide to work on wire length and overlap?
Wire length has direct effect on power consumption. The
smaller wire length cost, the more economical circuits.
In the other hand, overlaps make our chips design full of
fabrication and routing obstacles, so its optimization is
mandatory.
The remaining of paper is as follows:
In section 2, we explain particle swarm optimization
(PSO)’s theory, history and principles. Its concept of
optimization is discussed briefly. Then multi-objective
PSO (MOPSO) is introduced and explained. Section 3 is
dedicated to cost function. Wire length structure and
overlap issue are points of survey in this section.
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Experimental results and benchmark tests are shown in
section 4. At last, we have conclusion in section 5.

2 Optimization algorithm
2.1 Principles of algorithm
This algorithm of optimization was introduced by
Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. A swarm in PSO consists
of number of particles. Each particle represents a
potential solution of optimization task [7].PSO acts
according to swarming theory and is inspired of social
behavior of some animals, like bird flocking and fish
schooling. In fact, this method is a population based
method.Each particle in PSO has its own position and
velocity, finding a better answer encourages position and
velocity to change value toward that. So, adequate
iteration can make a good answer.
Beside other evolutionary algorithms, this is a simpler
one and the rate of convergence of it is faster. We start
algorithms by set of random answers and search is done
in parallel to get best answers. Structure of each particle
is influenced by 2 factors:
–Best state that particle has been achieved or pbest
–Best state that is achieved by all of the particles or
gbest
Algorithm uses concepts of velocity and position, new
position of each particle is obtained from previous velocity
and position.

2.2 PSO
For each particle i, we have position and velocity vectors
as:
xi = [xi1 , xi2 , .xin ]
(1)
vi = [vi1 , vi2 , .., vin ]

(2)

Where n is number of decision parameters of an
optimal problem. And we have:
pid=position of previous pbest
gid=position of previous gbest
And we assume that xid(t) and vid(t) are position and
velocity of i-th particle in t-th iteration. By all of these
considerations we have:
vin = wvin + c1 r1 (pid − xin ) + c2r2 (gid − xin )

(3)

xin = xin + vin

(4)

Where w is inertia weight of velocity in the range of [0,1]
and c1,c2 named acceleration coefficients, also r1 and r2
are two random numbers that are uniformly generated
between 0 and 1.
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First term of equation 3 is called inertia and considers the
current state of particle. Second term or cognitive term,
shows distance from best state in neighborhood. The third
term or social learning term shows distance from best
answers in entire search space. If the sum of these three
values exceeds from maximum value defined for velocity
(Vmax), vid should be equal to Vmax.
Algorithm with bigger Vmax has bigger steps in search
space and considers far points, while smaller Vmax has
the potential of local optimizations.Based on these
expressions, the Pseudo code of standard PSO algorithm
is as follows:
Initialize positions and velocities of all particles in the
swarm randomly
Repeat
For each particle in the swarm
Calculate the fitness value f(xi)
If f(xi) >f(pid) then pid=xi
End for
Update Pg, if the best particle in the current swarm has lower
f(x) than f(gid)
For each particle in the swarm
r1=rand (); r2=rand ();
Calculate particle velocity according to equation 2
Restrict the velocity of particles by [-(Vmax), (Vmax)]
Update particles position according to equation 2
End for until maximum iteration or a minimum error criterion is
attained.

2.3 MOPSO
The successful application of PSO in many single objective
problems reflects its effectiveness, and it seems to be suitable for
multi-objective optimization due to its efficiency in yielding
better quality solutions while requiring less run time. In
optimization problems with multi-cost function, we must set a
trade-off between objectives. Sometimes in two objective
problems, both objectives may be in conflict and compete with
each other. In this situation, we can’t find a unique answer for
the problem, but often we have a set of answers that logically
can optimize cost functions, this set of answer is known as
Pareto answers. We are going to minimize a function defined as:
f (x) = f1 (x), f2 (x), ., fm (x)
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1.Initialize first population
2.Find non-dominated members and put them in repository
3.Grid the search space
4.Choose leader for each particle from repository members
5.Update best state
6.Add new non-dominated members to repository
7.Delete dominated members of repository
8.Check size of repository and compare in with max size

3 Cost function
Solving the problem makes us to introduce wire length and
overlap as cost functions of MOPSO theory. Because there is no
exact answer that can optimize both cost functions, we are
forced to consider a set of answers.
Attention to random access of the algorithm, often it is needed
to run it for many times, to achieve one reasonable answer. We
assume overlap is much more important than wire length,
because if two modules have overlap with each other, optimized
wire length can’t lead to a proper structure mapped on a chip. So
between repository members, we select answer with minimum
value of overlap. It is seen according to PSO algorithm, if we
consider only wire length as cost function, locating modules for
minimizing turns on plenty of overlaps. So it is clear that two
cost functions must be optimized with respect to each other.
Two cost functions are described as:

3.1 Wirelength
One of the major parameters based on optimization structure is
wire length. This factor also is one of the important elements in
circuit designs. Both wire length and wire congestion are types
of optimization goals in placement issue, but running fully
optimization rules for these two factors is unattainable. So, for
having good optimization manner, there must be trade-off
between them. In this work, we concentrate on the wire length
as first member of the cost function vector. In a set of modules,
lay in surface of a chip, wiring is done between common-net
modules. This value is multiplied in weighting coefficient
(wnet). The left-down point of each module is considered as
introduction point of it as we have in figure1:

(5)

Where m is number of the objectives and D is feasible
search space [8]. x can be a member of D The algorithm should
optimize f(x) and produces Pareto solution, Pareto is a set of
non-dominated solutions.
If no objective can be improved without sacrificing other
objectives, we must set a trade-off. The main difficulty in
extending PSO to multi-objective problem is to find the best
way for selecting the guides of particles in that intended swarm,
the difficulty is manifest as there are no clear concepts of
personal and global bests that can be clearly identified when
dealing with objectives rather than a single objective [9]. For
classification of answer set, we use an abstract space called
repository. Members of repository are our answers.
Steps of an ordinary MOPSO algorithm are:

Fig. 1: structure of a single module

Diverse methods are reported for calculating wire length in
FPGAs. For example in [10] distance between two points can be
written as:
Wirelength = |xi − x j | + |yi − y j |
(6)
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The wire length calculated as the length of the bounding box
of each wire. In [11] , cost function was computed by the sum of
wire length values. All above methods give us wire length in
FPGAs. By generalization this procedure to mixed-size
modules, we will have pseudo code of wire length issue as:
Wtot=0
For each row of matrix net
Wtot1=0
For each two separated columns of net
Calculate x,y of each two columns
W tot1 = Wtot1 + |x1 − x2| + |y1 − y2|
Wtot1=wnet*Wtot1
Wtot=Wtot+wtot1
So wire length can be considered as a row of total cost
function vector.

3.2 overlap
Undoubtedly, one of the important and basic goals in placement
process is that modules have no overlap with each other. Overlap
causes fabrication problems, routing problems and many others.
Overlap function, as a cost function, seeks in search spaces in a
way to remove overlap between modules by iterations. A single
module in figure 2 is defined as:

Fig. 2: module with its corresponding sizes

We have various w and h values derived from this fact that
our modules are mixed-size. This object makes overlap survey
more complicated.
If we depict inner module by blue color and overlapped modules
by orange color, state of overlaps are:
First we consider left side of inner module, 4 states of overlap can
be shown. Overlap of left sided module is shown in Figure 3(a).
For right sided part of module, we have Figure 3(b). And central
overlap of inner modules is illustrated in Figure 3(c), at last, 2
states are devoted to inside and outside overlaps, as demonstrated
in Figure 3(d)
Each of existing overlaps produces a factor of penalty. In
overlap removal process, minimizing the penalty factor is
followed (when we have no overlap, Minimum value is
accessed). Based on initial location of modules, (x,y) that is
assigned by PSO and corresponding values of w and h, we can
show overlaps. In this algorithm, we try to look for answers of
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Fig. 3: overlap of modules (a):overlap of left sided module,
(b):overlap of right sided module, (c):overlap of center sided
module, and (d): inner and outer overlap

placement or relocation problem, involved wire length and
overlap optimizations. A set of answers, called repository and
concepts like cost and best cost in the MOPSO structure are
defined.
Repository has limited capacity and only non-dominated
answers can enter it. For each of iterations, it is updated.
Repository members are answers of MOPSO algorithm (Pareto
answers). In our problem, cost functions are wire length and
overlap that a trade off is needed between them. Minimum
overlap cost value states are chosen and compared with other
answers to find minimum wire length, so from a set of answers
we can get a single one.

4 Experimental results
According to the discussed issue, this PSO algorithm can be
applied to set of data. We implemented the proposed algorithm
on an Intel core i7 with 8GB memory using MATLAB (R2009a)
with windows operating system. In each of sample data, a space
that has much free locations was selected. Then modules that
were involved in selected lines were considered as frame of
other inner modules inside selected space. Inner modules were
inserted in algorithm until good values for answer had gotten.
By iterations states with no overlap, reasonable wire length
could be reached.
We applied the algorithm to the relocation of n100, n200 and
n300 which are distributed according to GSRC benchmark [12].
As a sample of our results, n100 modules algorithms structure is
represented in figure 4, fixed modules and inner modules are
shown in two different colors, modules surrounded in dashed
line are inner modules, modules overlapped by mentioned line
are frame, and other modules are outer.
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Fig. 4: module location for 100number test data

Results for n100, n200 and n300 modules are summarized in
following Table (Table 1), as comparison with SA and MFA run
times, we have:

Table 1: comparison of different placement methods run-time
run time Min(s) Max(s) Average(s) SA(s) MFA(s)
n100
0.702
1.2324
0.8776
1.0
2.37
n200
0.7176 1.1232
0.8296
9.0
3.62
n300
1.5147 1.7784
1.6208
60.8
3.92

The results demonstrate that our MOPSO-based algorithm
is faster than MFA, because naturally PSO algorithm has very
fast convergence rate in comparison to other algorithms. And
faster than SA because the number of displacements is limited
to the number of movable modules of problem and the problem
is local relocation. The results also show that run times in this
problem are almost independence on the size of the benchmark
circuit. Using reasonable iterations, a good result can be
obtained. Figure 5 shows cost functions (wire length and overlap
removal) of n100, n200 and n300 benchmarks.
The spots in mentioned plots are considered PSO particles
in last update and best results in one algorithm process. As
shown, only limited numbers of particles can be laid in
repository. In fact, just these few numbers can meet our
requirement and optimization goals.
First objective is devoted to wire length cost function and is the
calculation of wires of inner modules (modules inside the
frame), so each of mentioned figures may have different values
of its objective from others. Times of overlap occurrence also
are showed in second objective. Minimum overlap case is
selected between members in lowest level of vertical axis
(overlap axis).
Drawing of these figures is completely random, means each time
we repeat the algorithm, we get a new one. These figures consist
of white and red points, red points are repository members.
Final answer has been chose between repository members.
Figure 6 shows wire length and overlap cost functions according
to iterations in the algorithm process. Concentrating on trade off

Fig. 5: graph of objectives for (a): n100 modules, (b):n200
modules and (c):n300 modules

issue and proper comparisons forced us to divide the real wire
length to a constant coefficient (sometimes different in these
three benchmarks).
As mentioned, repository is a set with the most possible answer
of problem. These plots show mean values of normalized wire
length and overlap for comparison.
By completing the algorithm, values of wire length and overlap
cost functions decrease. In the other hand, the relative contrast
of the cost functions can be perceived, meaning where we have
low wire length cost, overlap cost nearly increases and vice
versa.
The art of using MOPSO algorithm is that to propel the results
to decreasing two cost functions, and choose the best answer
according to optimization benefits.
Particle costs and repository costs are in normalized wire
length and overlap aspects.
Figure 7 shows repository members and best results of ordinary
particles in the field of comparison. According to this plots, we
can prove that the cost of repository members usually is smaller
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Fig. 6: Comparison of repository cost of wire length and overlap
in (a):n100 benchmark, (b):n200 benchmark and (c): n300
benchmark
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Fig. 7: Comparison of best cost and repository cost of wire
length in (a):n100 benchmark, (b):n200 benchmark, and (c):
n300 benchmark

than cost of ordinary particles, but this point must be expressed
that in comparison. Therefore the contrast between wire length
and overlap values should be considered.
As mentioned, wire length is divided to a constant
coefficient, and for overlap we have in figure 8:
It is necessary to mention that increasing in number of
modules (for example 300module), makes calculations more
and more complicated. And finding answers with no overlap and
proper wire length becomes a very complex problem.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a multi-objective PSO (MOPSO)
algorithm for placement stage in VLSI circuit design. It is
known that placement is one of the most important and
applicable issues in manufacturing process and reaching to
optimized results can be done by various procedures.
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Iteration methods and evolutionary principles got us to an
algorithm that optimized answer of designs by relocating the
modules. Simple PSO with its fast convergence rate and high
speed attracts many researchers of optimization fields. But
various cost functions usually need a new version of used PSO
algorithm. Two considered cost functions in this work are wire
length and overlap removal. During the process, sometimes, we
were forced to sacrifice one objective to another one, for
selecting no-overlap solution. As comparison with other known
placement algorithms, better run times were gained, beside
overlap occurrence and total wire length were optimized
properly, and run time almost was independent of number of
modules. Data were tested by standard benchmarks and was
compared to previous methods.
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